
soundrawing – drawingsound

-or what could be a drawing project under pressure

welcome! research! collaborate!

what happens if sound and drawing communicate? (do sound and drawing communicate? or is it 
just a projection?) and why do artists always have to research everything, like walking through the 
woods searching for mushrooms, or reflecting upon if it is better rather to listen to a drawing then 
seeing it...

an interdisciplinary intervention and crossover by elffriede (vienna / austria), one-month-resident of 
moks featuring: evelyn müürsepp + john grzinich + siim tiirik (mooste / estonia / moks), grit 
ruhland + konrad behr (dresden / germany) and patrick mcginley (us / eu)

welcome to a research project of the visual and the accoustic.
besides individual works by elffriede, evelyn müürsepp, john grzinich and siim tiirik the exhibition 
presents collaborative projects that circulate around drawing and sound, such as the ongoing 
interdisciplinary book-cd-film project elffriede.soundrawing with 43 sound-artists, film and sound 
projects in riga/latvia, a recent workshop in moks, and some other surprises...
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

evelyn müürsepp: aka e.k.u is a South-Estonia based artist and coordinator, involved with MoKS 
since its inception.
http://maaheli.ee/eku
www.moks.ee

john grzinich: is an artist who has explored various approaches to sound generation, recording, 
performance and composition since the early 1990s. He is currently a coordinator for MoKS.
http://maaheli.ee

siim tiirik:.ise 6ppnu elu kuntsnik...! Säässaarest.
www.nagi.ee/users/segane

patrick mcginley: is a sound, performance, and radio artist whose work focuses on the integration of 
found sound, found objects, specific spaces, and moments in time to create a direct and visceral link 
with his listener.
http://www.murmerings.com

grit ruhland: creates a sensual version of concept art and works in the fields of installation, text 
sculpture, performance and drawing. www.eintagsfliegenakrobatik.de
konrad behr: is mainly interested in spreading free sounds and music. he produces some 
radioshows, makes electronic music under different nicknames and runs the weblabellist at rowolo 
www.rowolo.de
www.piepmatz-records.de

elffriede: an interdisciplinary drawing system, constantly drawing with pen and ink, researching + 
initiating (collaborative) projects by drawing ... developing drawing into sound, film, live-
performances...
www.elffriede.net/soundrawing
www.transacoustic-research.com


